X x x'
• Epipolar Plane -plane containing baseline (1D family)
• Baseline -line connecting the two camera centers
• Epipoles = intersections of baseline with image planes = projections of the other camera center • If we observe a point x in one image, where th di i t ' b i th th can the corresponding point x' be in the other image? • Assume that the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the cameras are known W lti l th j ti t i f h ( d th • We can multiply the projection matrix of each camera (and the image points) by the inverse of the calibration matrix to get normalized image coordinates • We can also set the global coordinate system to the coordinate • We can also set the global coordinate system to the coordinate system of the first camera Epipolar constraint: Calibrated case
The vectors x, t, and Rx' are coplanar Epipolar constraint: Calibrated case Longuet-Higgins 1981) (Longuet Higgins, 1981) The vectors x, t, and Rx' are coplanar Epipolar constraint: Calibrated case
the epipolar line associated with x' (l = E x') • E T x is the epipolar line associated with x (l' = E T x)
• E e' = 0 and E T e = 0 • E is singular (rank two) • E has five degrees of freedom Epipolar constraint: Uncalibrated case
• The calibration matrices K and K' of the two cameras are unknown • We can write the epipolar constraint in terms of unknown normalized coordinates: (Faugeras and Luong 1992) Faugeras and Luong, 1992) x K x = Epipolar constraint: Uncalibrated case
Fundamental Matrix
• F e' = 0 and F T e = 0 F e 0 and F e 0 • F is singular (rank two) • F has seven degrees of freedom The eight-point algorithm 
